Ranger fuel pump

The Ford Ranger uses an electric fuel pump located in the fuel tank. It comes in the form of a
module, which means that the fuel pump, the fuel level sending unit and the fuel filter screen are
all mounted to a metal frame. To replace the fuel pump in the Ranger, you have to drop the fuel
tank. The pump is mounted in the top of the tank, and secured and sealed with a lock ring or
cap, depending on the year. Disconnect the negative battery cable using a wrench. Raise the
rear of the truck using the floor jack under the differential or center of the axle. Place the jack
stands under each side of the axle and lower the truck onto the jack stands. Loosen the clamps
on the large fuel filler hose and the smaller vent hose at the fuel tank ports, using a screwdriver.
Drain some of the fuel out if the tank is over half full. Do this by removing the filler hose at the
tank and siphoning the fuel out into an acceptable container or gas can. Remove both hoses by
pulling them off the fuel tank ports. Disconnect the fuel pump and fuel level sending unit wiring
harness plug in the rear of the tank. Place the floor jack under the center of the fuel tank
between the fuel tank support straps. Raise the jack enough to give the tank a little support.
Remove the two bolts closest to the rear bumper using a socket. Once the bolts are out, pull the
straps down and bend them toward the front of the truck just enough to allow the tank to be
lowered unobstructed. Lower the floor jack and tank slowly, just enough to gain access to the
fuel lines on the top of the tank. If you let it down too far it may damage the fuel lines. Remove
the fuel lines from the top of the fuel pump. The tank is heavy, and if it has any measure of fuel
in it, it will make the tank unstable, so keep it centered on the jack. Lower it all the way down
and drag it out from under the truck. Remove the lock ring that seals the fuel pump in the tank.
The lock ring may take one of two forms. If it is a plastic cap, simply turn it counterclockwise to
remove it. If it is a metal ring it has tabs around the circumference that interlock with the tabs on
the tank opening. There will also be vertical tabs used to remove the ring. Tap the vertical tabs
counterclockwise, using the screwdriver and hammer, to unlock the ring. Lift the fuel pump out
of the fuel tank and discard the rubber O-ring that is located under the top of the fuel pump.
Install a new O-ring and the new fuel pump making sure to install it with the fuel pump ports
facing in the same direction. This is so the fuel lines can be reconnected. Install the lock ring by
turning it clockwise. Place the fuel tank on the floor jack. Push it under the truck and raise it
enough to install the fuel lines on the top of the fuel pump. Raise the fuel tank all the way up to
the bottom of the truck bed. Install the two hoses on the tank ports and tighten the clamps.
Bend the fuel tank straps around the bottom of the tank and into place. Install the bolts and
tighten them. Remove the floor jack. Connect the fuel pump electrical connector. Place the floor
jack under the differential and lift it enough to remove the jack stands and lower the truck. Don
Bowman has been writing for various websites and several online magazines since He has
owned an auto service facility since and has over 45 years of technical experience as a master
ASE tech. Bowman has a business degree from Pennsylvania State University and was an
officer in the U. Army aircraft maintenance officer, pilot, six Air Medal awards, two tours
Vietnam. Step 1 Disconnect the negative battery cable using a wrench. Step 2 Drain some of the
fuel out if the tank is over half full. Step 3 Place the floor jack under the center of the fuel tank
between the fuel tank support straps. Step 4 Lower the floor jack and tank slowly, just enough
to gain access to the fuel lines on the top of the tank. Step 5 Remove the lock ring that seals the
fuel pump in the tank. Step 6 Lift the fuel pump out of the fuel tank and discard the rubber
O-ring that is located under the top of the fuel pump. Step 7 Install the lock ring by turning it
clockwise. One of the worst problems that can happen to your Ford Ranger is a bad fuel filter.
When the filter goes bad, it can limit the amount of fuel that enters the engine. Without fuel, the
vehicle will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel filter revolve
around the vehicle stalling out. Fuel filters have been making a rearward progression for the last
50 years, literally. It looked like a little pill, and it would be quick and easy to replace. This was in
the era of carbureted vehicles. Fuel injection requires higher fuel pressure. Higher fuel pressure
meant that a more robust fuel filter would be required. This meant the fuel filter was no longer
left under the hood. It was put in the steel fuel line, between the gas tank and engine bay. These
fuel filters were more reliable, but they also were tougher to change. Repairing them means
getting under the vehicle and disconnecting steel fittings. The good news is, no matter how old
your Ranger is, the symptoms of a bad fuel filter are universal. And, fuel filters are cheap.
Before taking anything apart, check to see if your engines computer has any trouble codes
saved in it. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue.
Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble
code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel filter is that it resembles many other
vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the
engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel filter can also feel a
heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is
running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you

are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P
trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these
symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your Ranger
is difficult to start. If your car is difficult to start, a clogged fuel filter would probably not be the
place to start looking, especially if you are getting no trouble code for fuel pressure or the
oxygen sensors. It could certainly cause the problem though. A fuel pump that is going out is
going to feel the same as a bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad
fuel filter very challenging. How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high
pressure on its input side and low pressure on its output side. They are both going to cause the
same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to truly tell is to place a fuel
pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both. A priming fuel pump
sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with a sharp engine right
after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The symptoms of a bad fuel
pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the Ford Ranger. Testing the
filter and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there is
anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Hard to Start Engine
One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your Ranger is difficult
to start. One of the worst problems that can happen to a vehicle is a bad fuel pump. Without gas
your Ranger will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel pump
revolve around the vehicle stalling out or not running at all. While being in the fuel tank makes
the pump more reliable, it also makes it a lot more difficult to get to. The good news is that fuel
pumps are inexpensive. The bad news is that they cost a lot in terms of labor to repair and
replace. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue.
Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble
code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel pump is that it resembles many other
vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. One of the most common signs that a fuel pump is
going bad is a whining sound. The whining sound can indicate that the fuel pump is going out
before there are any performance based issues. Keeping an open ear can save you from getting
stuck somewhere with a bad fuel pump. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the
engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel pump can also feel a
heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is
running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you
are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P
trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these
symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be that the your
Ranger is difficult to start. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the same as a bad fuel
filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very challenging. How do
you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its input side and low
pressure on its output side. A bad fuel pump will have low pressure on both sides. They are
both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to
truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both.
A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with
a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The
symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the Ford
Ranger. Testing the pump and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest ways to
rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck!
Challenges Starting the Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be
that the your Ranger is difficult to start. The time depends on how experienced you are. The
Ranger Station, The Ranger Station Staff, nor the original poster are responsible for you doing
this modification to your vehicle. By doing this modification and following this how-to you, the
installer, take full responsibility if anything is damaged or messed up. If you have questions,
feel free to PM the original poster or ask in the appropriate section of The Ranger Station
forums. This is an explanation on how to trouble shoot you fuel level sending unit and what the
ohms you need depending on the year of you truck for a new aftermarket fuel level gauge or to
use a your factory gauge with a new fuel cell that has an after market sending unit. Note: the
reason is if you do not have the correct ohm range your gauge will not work. All parts in list are
based on if parts are bad or need repair. The fuel gauge is a fairly simple electronic. The fuel
gage circuit consists of the sending unit in the fuel tank, the gauge in the dash, and the wiring
and dash wiring or circuit board between them. Here is a picture of a sending unit on a Bronco II
wiring diagram:. The sending unit is a variable resistor. It resists the flow of current from the
ground to the gauge, depending on the position of the float within the tank. When the float arm
is at the full position, It decreases the resistance between the gauge and the ground basically

there is shorter distance for the current to flow. The more current that flows through the meter,
the higher the gauge needle moves. Problem; The gauge does not work the needle does not
move. Turn the key to the on position for this operation. If you can get to your sending unit
wiring harness without dropping your tank s , go ahead and pull it. If not, then drop the tank s
and pull the harness. Get a piece of wire jumper wire to connect to the positive of the harness,
and the negative of the sender housing. This should make the gauge jump to full. It means that
the wiring is fine and it is your most likely your sending unit. The black bar at the bottom is the
float. There is a possibility that the arm is binding, so move it up and down to make sure it
moves freely. Reconnect the gauge wiring to the unit and ground the unit. Move the float arm up
and down. If the gauge reads full in the full up position and empty in the full down position, then
the sending unit is good. Verify by hooking up an ohmmeter to it and making sure it reads:. I
have an Ford Ranger and my sending unit was not working. The gauge worked, so I knew there
had to be something wrong with the sender. I had to get a sending unit for a 2. It works great.
Ground the sending unit wiring to a good chassis ground instead of the sending unit housing
and watch the gauge. The power supply to the gauge has been interrupted, check fuses , the
gauge is defective, or the wire from the gauge to the sending unit is open or has a break in it. To
check the voltage regulator for proper function use a tester. Probe the connector with the tester,
it should flash on and off. I hope this was helpful. See Original Post:. Other Related Problems:.
Remove the pump from the tank and see if the float is still floating. The contacts on the sending
unit itself can also wear out, but that is less common. Answer: Contacts on the sending unit are
worn out, and do not send a reading to the gauge once it gets to a certain level. See all those
gold horizontal lines? Each one sends a different level of resistance to the gauge. As the
contact point moves across them, they wear out over time, notice how they are all worn down?
Note: If you are installing an aftermarket fuel gauge you need to make sure that the gauge is the
same ohms as your sender. It will not work if they are not the same. The same goes for after
market sending units that you might get with a fuel cell. Check your instructions or call
manufacturer for information. Troubleshooting Your Fuel Gauge. More Articles:. Our mobile
mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile
mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The
pressure and output of the pump are controlled by a regulator. Filtration of the fuel occurs
either in the fuel tank using a pickup screen or externally with a replaceable filter mounted in
the fuel supply line. A high quality, OEM fuel pump can last indefinitely. However, as with any
electro-mechanical component, a fuel pump will eventually degrade and fail. If it fails to produce
adequate pressure or completely quits operating, it will need to be replaced. This failed
condition can sometimes be preceded or accompanied by one or more of the following
symptoms:. However, if the fuel pump problem involves leaks of gasoline or vapors, it is unsafe
to continue driving, and should immediately be checked by a qualified mechanic. Ford Ranger
Fuel Pump Replacement at your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location.
YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Fuel Pump Replacement Service What is the fuel pump and how
does it work? When to consider replacing the fuel pump? A failed fuel pump may prevent a car
from starting or stall it. Check engine light is on. Sometimes a fuel pump will fail slowly, and
that means the fuel pressure and volume slowly degrades. The lack of fuel may result in the
engine operating without enough fuel relative to the amount of air, causing the check engine
light to appear. Whirring noise from fuel tank. As a fuel pump fails, you may notice a whirring or
humming noise coming from the fuel tank area, toward the rear of the car. If the noise is from
the fuel pump, failure of the pump is often imminent and you should replace the fuel pump at
your earliest convenience. How do mechanics replace the fuel pump? Should the fuel pump be
faulty, it is removed from the tank through an access panel above the tank in the passenger
compartment. When no access panel exists, fuel is first drained from the tank and then the fuel
tank must be lowered from the vehicle to gain access to the pump. In all cases, fuel pump
supply and return hoses, as well as EVAP system hoses, and electrical connections to the
pump must be removed. Once the pump is out, any reusable brackets and pick up screens are
attached to the new pump, then the new pump is installed. If the fuel system uses an in-line
external filter, a filter is often replaced. All hoses and electrical connections are re-established.
Fuel is added to the tank and the engine is run to test for leaks. Is it safe to drive with a fuel
pump problem? When replacing the fuel pump keep in mind: Prior to replacing, the mechanic
will power the fuel pump directly to confirm that the issue is a failed pump versus a faulty power
supply to the pump. Unless the fuel filter was replaced recently, whenever the fuel pump is
replaced a new fuel filter should be installed. When failing earlier than expected, the power
supply should be verified because a voltage drop in the fuel pump circuit can lead to
overheating. Should the fuel tank be lowered during the repair, the fuel tank straps and

fasteners should be checked for excessive corrosion and replaced as needed. The fuel in the
gas tank cools and lubricates the fuel pump. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Ford Jobs.
Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Ford mechanics Real customer reviews from
Ford owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Ronnie 28 years of experience.
Request Ronnie. Ronnie was very professional. Marco 24 years of experience. Request Marco.
Marco was very knowledgeable and helpful. He was very much appreciated. Patrick 6 years of
experience. Request Patrick. Great, like the work and he was very courtous. Brian 12 years of
experience. Request Brian. Brain was very knowledgeable about what needed to be done and
did it very quickly. Very friendly and easy to talk to. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type
Fuel Pump Replacement. For more information go to Made in some of the industry's most
sophisticated facilities and backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps
are guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less
elec Officially endorsed by the Ford Motor Company and trusted throughout the industry,
Motorcraft's OE replacement fuel pumps are produced and evaluated to exceptional standards
to ensure enduring quality, maximum performanc We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Ford Ranger
Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge.
Add to cart. Wheelbase, Wheelbase Ford Ranger Edge 6 Cyl 4. Part Number: RF Wheelbase,
GAS, Part Number: AFE Product Details Notes : Compatible with flex engine models. Will NOT
fit gas engine models. Part Number: BS Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15
of 17 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand
name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient performance, and
robust style are the defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump.
This replacement item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge Holley Fuel Pump
Manufacturer Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are
ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Nov 10, No problems or
issues! Went in perfect! Had it in for two weeks now. Works great!! Purchased on Oct 21, Feb
04, I fit great not a problem one. It is working great as of now it was perfect fit in my Ford
Ranger 4x4 off road truck. Thank you. Alma Brotherto. Purchased on Jan 12, Aug 26, Working
great no problems arrived ahead of schedule! Roger Painter II. Purchased on Aug 12, Show
More. Helpful Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated
into the PCM. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate
categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair
instructions and recommended safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump.
Perform a thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1:
Check whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence.
All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement. For more information go to Made in some of the industry's most
sophisticated facilities and backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps
are guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less
elec We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign
In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine
by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit
Included. Product Fit. Shop Ford Ranger Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Display item:.
Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: AFE Part Number: H
Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions,
Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex.
Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the defining characteristics of Airtex's
original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is thoroughly patterned after to
work like the ge Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer Built to last and engineered for clean,
consistent flow, D
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riveMotive fuel pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your
en Feb 06, Purchased on Jan 02, Dec 09, Purchased on Nov 22, Apr 30, The truck had been
sitting for about 3 years, then I pulled out the old fuel pump cleaned the gas tank, put in the new
pump and drove it like I stole it. Purchased on Apr 14, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive

professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended
safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to
ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is
fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

